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Abstract� The paper describes an approach to automatic
Web�page classi�cation based on the Yahoo hierarchy� Ma�
chine learning techniques developed for learning on text data
are used here on the hierarchical classi�cation structure� The
high number of features is reduced by taking into account the
hierarchical structure and using feature subset selection based
on the method known from information retrieval� Documents
are represented as feature�vectors that include n�grams in�
stead of including only single words �unigrams� as commonly
used when learning on text data� Based on the hierarchical
structure the problem is divided into subproblems� each rep�
resenting one on the categories included in the Yahoo hierar�
chy� The result of learning is a set of independent classi�ers�
each used to predict the probability that a new example is a
member of the corresponding category� Experimental evalu�
ation on real�world data shows that the proposed approach
gives good results� For more than a half of testing examples
a correct category is among the � categories with the highest
predicted probability�

� Introduction

Yahoo �	
� a well known Web�pages hierarchy is human con�
structed and designed for humanWeb browsing� Already clas�
si�ed documents used to build a hierarchy are Web docu�
ments� making the hierarchy biased toward human knowledge
areas that are represented inWeb documents� The Yahoo hier�
archy itself �without the top category �Regional�� is currently
built on about a million Web documents located on the In�
ternet all around the world� We refer to these documents as
actual Web documents� Hyperlinks to that documents are or�
ganized in about ������ Yahoo Web documents where each
document represents one of the included categories with doc�
uments representing more general categories closer to the root
of the hierarchy� Yahoo documents are connected with hyper�
links forming a hierarchical structure� Each document classi�
�ed in the Yahoo hierarchy appears only once� but there can
be several hyperlinks in the hierarchy leading to it�
The category name is given by the keywords on the path

from the root of the hierarchy to the category node �eg��
�Sport� a subcategory of �Science� in Figure  is named �Sci�

ence� Sport��� A more speci�c category is named by adding a
keyword to the name of more general category directly con�
nected to it� Some nodes at the bottom of the hierarchy con�
tain mostly hyperlinks to actual Web documents� while the
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other contain mostly or even only �eg�� �Science� Sport� in
Figure � hyperlinks to other Yahoo Web documents�
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Figure �� Top level of the Yahoo categorization and the �rst

level of subcategories in �Science� with the approximate number of
documents in each category 	site in UK 
 Ireland� Nov� ������

There are currently fourteen top level Yahoo categories
whose name includes only one keyword� Figure  shows them
with the approximate number of actual Web documents lo�
cated under each category� Each of the top categories is fur�
ther represented with the hierarchical structure of more spe�
ci�c categories� As example we show in Figure  the part of the
�rst�level subcategories in the �Science� top category ranging
from �Acoustics� to �Weights and Measures��

� Machine learning setting

We use a Naive Bayesian classi�er on text documents rep�
resented as feature�vectors using the bag�of�words represen�
tation as commonly used in learning on text data �eg�� ��
�
��
� ��
�� Our document representation additionally includes
not only single words �unigrams� but also up to � words ��
grams� 	�grams� � � � ��grams� occurring in a document as a
sequence �eg�� �machine learning�� �world wide web��� We re�
duce the high number of features by pruning words contained
in the publicly available �stop�list� of common English words
and by pruning low frequency features� We use e�cient proce�
dure for feature generation that is performed in n passes over
documents� where i�grams are generated in the i�th pass� At
the end of each pass over documents all low frequency features
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are deleted �we check for frequency � ��� Each new pass gen�
erates features of length i� only from the candidate features
of length i generated in the previous pass� This process is sim�
ilar to the large k�itemset generation used in association rules
algorithm described in �
�
We divide the whole problem into subproblems each corre�

sponding to the individual category� For each of the subprob�
lems� a classi�er is constructed that predicts the probability
that a document is a member of the corresponding category�
A set of positive and negative examples for each subproblem
is constructed from the given hierarchical structure� The �nal
result of learning is a set of specialized classi�ers each based
only on a small subset of features �similar to the learning a
classi�er for each split in the Reuters hierarchy ��
��
Since the idea is that each classi�er can distinguish between

the documents that should be assigned the category it rep�
resents and the other documents� we de�ne a set of negative
examples as examples from the whole hierarchy� The set of
positive examples is constructed separately for each category
from items on the Yahoo document representing the cate�
gory� These are items containing hyperlinks to other Yahoo
documents representing subcategories and items containing
hyperlinks to actual Web documents� Our assumption here is
that an item on Yahoo document contains words representa�
tive for the document it points to� In this way we reduce the
time and space needed to collect and store training data� The
actual Web documents are used as testing examples�

� Experimental results

Our experiments are performed using our recently developed
machine learning system Learning Machine ��
 that sup�
ports usage of di�erent machine learning techniques on large
data sets with especially designed modules for learning on text
and collecting data from the Web� In our experiments we ob�
serve the in�uence of di�erent numbers of features �vector
size in feature�vector document representation� on an inde�
pendent set of ���� for �Computers and Internet� and 	�� for
the two smaller domains� testing examples selected randomly
from the actual Web documents accessible from the hierar�
chy domain� We get our categorization results from the set of
independent classi�ers� each potentially having di�erent num�
ber of features� Thus we express the vector size as a factor of
the number of features in the positive examples� since the set
of negative examples is the same for all classi�ers� In this way�
a classi�er for a larger category is using more features than a
classi�er for some smaller category� while both classifying the
same testing example� For each testing example we observe
a list of categories each assigned a probability as a result of
consulting a corresponding subproblem classi�er� Sorting cat�
egories according to that probability gives ranking that we use
to get the rank of the correct category� For each testing ex�
ample we report rank and probability assigned to the correct
category� To get summary results over testing examples� we
give median with the lower and upper quartile� since some of
the testing examples are rather non�typical of their category�
containing eg�� a welcome page or only one sentence asking
for language preference or an error message or a page giving
redirection�
We report the results of a Naive Bayesian classi�er on

� domains representing � of the top � Yahoo categories�

�References� having 	� categories and �	� ��grams�����	�
grams������grams�	����grams�����grams��� features� �Ed�
ucation� having ��� categories and ��	� ���	����������
	���� features and �Computers and Internet� having 	���	
categories and ���� ������		���	������� features� In all
three domains the best performance is achieved when only
a small number of features is used and features are selected
using the Odds ratio as scoring measure as suggested in ��

and ��
� More speci�cally� on �References� the median of the
correct category rank is 	 and the median of the correct cate�
gory probability over ����� ie�� for ��� of the testing examples
rank  or 	 is assigned to the correct category and the prob�
ability returned by the correct category classi�er� showing its
con�dence that the example is a member of the �correct� cat�
egory is � ����� On �Education� and on �Computers and In�

ternet� the median of the correct category rank is � and the
median of the correct category probability over ����� ie�� for
��� of the testing examples rank � 	 or � is assigned to the
correct category and probability � ����� On �References� for
the most vector sizes the lower quartile for rank and proba�
bility is � meaning that for 	�� of the testing examples the
highest rank is assigned to the correct category and the prob�
ability � On �Education� and �Computers and Internet� for
the most vector sizes the lower quartile for rank is  or 	 and
for probability �
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